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Weaver basin
Emerald basin
Xanadu basin
Oriele basin
Starling basin
Savoy basin
Savannah basin
Sunbird basin
Swift basin
President basin
Cardinal basin
Quail basin
Snipe basin
Cameo basin
Iceberg basin
Concorde vanity basin
Florence & Naples basin
Imperia & Verona basin
Concorde basin
Lotus basin
Tuscany basin
Flamingo basin
Springbok basin
Amber basin
Hibiscus basin
Daisy basin
Opal basin
Bantam basin
Raven basin
Kite basin
Pedestals
Basin brackets

570 x 455 mm
415 x 500 mm
440 x 440 mm
500 x 400 mm
620 x 390 mm
415 x 415 mm
410 x 410 mm
475 x 475 mm
580 x 390 mm
580 x 410 mm
470 x 360 mm
530 x 340 mm
510 x 380 mm
595 x 455 mm
420 x 420 mm
580 x 510 mm
570 x 455 mm
570 x 455 mm
610 x 460 mm
635 x 485 mm
560 x 415 mm
560 x 405 mm
550 x 400 mm
510 x 440 mm
510 x 405 mm
510 x 400 mm
590 x 360 mm
455 x 290 mm
465 x 155 mm
470 x 415 mm
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Please note: Modifications may have been made to certain
products in this catalogue. Please consult the Vaal
Sanitaryware Internet Web Site www.vaalsan.co.za or
contact Vaal Sanitaryware head office or sales offices.
NOTE: All dimensions are approximate.





WEAVER

WEAVER BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 704201/702500

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 570 x 455mm
“Weaver” rectangular surface mounted vanity basin with
either one taphole (code 704201) or
no taphole (code 702500).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   10.60 kg  0.040 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed  by alternative methods:

1. Mounted onto a vanity surface.
2. Using a Weaver/Sola semi-concealed bracket. (code 8131Z2)

Option 1:Place basin on vanity surface over pre-cut outlet hole. 
Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

Option 2:Place basin level against finished wall surface at 
correct height. Position semi-concealed bracket and mark for 
fixing holes. Remove basin and fix bracket to wall using rawl 
bolts or similar. Apply a rapid hardening compound to the flat 
contact area of the bracket. Using silicone sealant or equivalent 
between back of basin and finished wall surface, place basin on 
bracket ensuring basin is level. Fit basin waste, and secure 
bracket to basin waste.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges for 
a secure and neat installation. Wipe off excess sealant and 
allow to dry.
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EMERALD
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EMERALD COUNTER TOP BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7032

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 415 x 500mm round
“Emerald” vanity basin with one taphole and integrated 
overflow.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    12.50 kg  0.045 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1. Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts (code 8448Z0) and     
    an Emerald concealed wall bracket (code 8111Z0)
2. Mounted onto a vanity surface.

Option 1: Place basin level against finished wall surface at 
correct height and mark fixing hole positions. Remove basin and 
drill holes. Loosley attach concealed bracket to basin waste. 
Attach bolts to wall, fit basin and secure bracket to basin waste.

Option2: Place basin on vanity surface over pre-cut outlet hole. 
Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges, and 
between basin and finished wall surface area for a secure and 
neat installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow to dry.
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XANADU
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XANADU BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7042

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 440 x 440mm round
“Xanadu” vanity basin with intergrated overflow. No provision 
for tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    10.00 kg  0.045 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1. Mounted onto a vanity surface.
2. Mounted into a vanity surface at two different levels.
3. Mounted under round cut out of vanity surface.

Option 1: Place basin on a vanity surface over pre-cut outlet 
hole. Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

Option2: When mounted onto a vanity slab, apply a liberal layer 
of silicone sealant or equivalent between the contact area of the 
surface and basin self-rimming surface. Place the basin into 
position and wipe off excess sealant and allow to dry.

Option 3: Position basin under round cut-out ensuring that over 
hang is evenly spaced. Fit support brackets, apply silicone to 
unglazed contact area and fit basin.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges. Ensure 
basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into area 
below vanity slab. Wipe off excess sealant and allow to dry.
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ORIELE
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ORIELE BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7043

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 500 x 400mm “Oriele”
rectangular surface mounted vanity basin, with one taphole
and integrated overflow.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    10.60 kg  0.060 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin is installed onto a vanity surface over a pre-cut outlet 
hole.

Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges for a 
neat and secure installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow 
to dry.
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STARLING
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STARLING BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7046

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 620 x 390mm “Starling”
oval surface mounted vanity basin with integrated overflow. 
No provision for tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    9.20 kg  0.046 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin is installed onto a vanity surface over a pre-cut outlet 
hole.

Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges for a 
neat and secure installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow 
to dry.
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SAVOY
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SAVOY COUNTER TOP BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7035

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 415 x 415mm
round counter top “Savoy” basin with integrated overflow.
No provision for tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    10.60 kg  0.060 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin is installed onto a vanity surface over a pre-cut outlet 
hole.

Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges, for a 
neat and secure installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow 
to dry.
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SAVANNAH
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SAVANNAH COUNTER TOP BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7029

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 410 x 410mm round
counter top “Savannah” basin. Supplied as standard without 
overflow. No provision for tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    16.40 kg  0.060 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin is installed onto a vanity surface over a pre-cut outlet 
hole.

Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges for a 
neat and secure installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow 
to dry.
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SUNBIRD
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SUNBIRD BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7045

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 475 x 475mm “Sunbird”
surface mounted vanity basin, with one taphole and
integrated overflow.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    09.00 kg  0.038 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin is installed onto a vanity surface over a pre-cut outlet 
hole.

Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges for a 
neat and secure installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow 
to dry.
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SWIFT
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SWIFT BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7044

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 580 x 390mm “Swift”
surface mounted vanity basin, with one taphole and
integrated overflow.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    10.20 kg  0.050 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin is installed onto a vanity surface over a pre-cut outlet 
hole.

Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Apply silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges for a 
neat and secure installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow 
to dry.
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PRESIDENT
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PRESIDENT UNDERSLUNG VANITY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7039

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 580 x 410mm
“President” oval underslung vanity basin, with integrated 
overflow. The basin has an unglazed contact surface area and
is designed for fixing under vanity slab or in a bathroom
cabinet using three or four hanger brackets (code 8125Z0).
No provision for tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    10.00 kg  0.053 m³

INSTALLATION
Position basin under oval cut-out of vanity slab or under 
bathroom cabinet top, ensuring that overhang is evenly spaced. 
With basin correctly positioned, mark hole positions of the 
support brackets. Remove basin and drill previously marked 
bracket screw holes.

NOTE: Care must be taken to ensure that holes do not 
penetrate through slab.

The support brackets may now be screwed into place. Apply a 
liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent to unglazed contact 
area of basin and place in final position. Slide the support 
bracket into place, thereby suspending the basin. Tighten 
locking bolts so as to ensure a watertight seal between basin 
and underside of vanity top. Clean off any surplus sealant.
NOTE: Do not use epoxy.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
below vanity slab.
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CARDINAL
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CARDINAL UNDERSLUNG VANITY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7002

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 470 x 360 mm "Cardinal" 
rectangular underslung vanity basin, with integrated overflow. 
The basin has an unglazed contact surface area and is
designed for fixing under vanity slab or in a bathroom cabinet 
using four hanger brackets (code 8125ZO). No provision for 
tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    7.00 kg  0.030 m³

INSTALLATION
Position basin under rectangular cut-out of vanity slab or under 
bathroom cabinet top, ensuring that overhang is evenly spaced. 
With basin correctly positioned, mark hole positions of the 
support brackets. Remove basin and drill previously marked 
bracket screw holes.

NOTE: Care must be taken to ensure that holes do not 
penetrate through slab.

The support brackets may now be screwed into place. Apply a 
liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent to unglazed contact 
area of basin and place in final position. Slide the support 
bracket into place, thereby suspending the basin. Tighten 
locking bolts so as to ensure a watertight seal between basin 
and underside of vanity top. Clean off any surplus sealant.
NOTE: Do not use epoxy.                  

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
area below vanity slab.  
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QUAIL
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QUAIL UNDERSLUNG VANITY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7004

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 530 x 340 mm "Quail"
rectangular underslung vanity basin, with integrated overflow. 
The basin has an unglazed contact surface area and is
designed for fixing under vanity slab or in a bathroom cabinet 
using four hanger brackets (code 8125ZO). No provision for 
tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    7.00 kg  0.030 m³

INSTALLATION
Position basin under rectangular cut-out of vanity slab or under 
bathroom cabinet top, ensuring that overhang is evenly spaced. 
With basin correctly positioned, mark hole positions of the 
support brackets. Remove basin and drill previously marked 
bracket screw holes.

NOTE: Care must be taken to ensure that holes do not 
penetrate through slab.

The support brackets may now be screwed into place. Apply a 
liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent to unglazed contact 
area of basin and place in final position. Slide the support 
bracket into place, thereby suspending the basin. Tighten 
locking bolts so as to ensure a watertight seal between
basin and underside of vanity top. Clean off any surplus sealant.
NOTE: Do not use epoxy.                  

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
area below vanity slab.  
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SNIPE UNDERSLUNG VANITY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7009

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 510 x 380 mm "Snipe" 
rectangular underslung vanity basin, with integrated overflow. 
The basin has an unglazed contact surface area and is
designed for fixing under vanity slab or in a bathroom cabinet 
using three or four hanger brackets (code 8125ZO).
No provision for tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    6.00 kg  0.034 m³

INSTALLATION
Position basin under rectangular cut-out of vanity slab or under 
bathroom cabinet top, ensuring that overhang is evenly spaced. 
With basin correctly positioned, mark hole positions of the 
support brackets. Remove basin and drill previously marked 
bracket screw holes.

NOTE: Care must be taken to ensure that holes do not 
penetrate through slab.

The support brackets may now be screwed into place. Apply a 
liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent to unglazed contact 
area of basin and place in final position. Slide the support 
bracket into place, thereby suspending the basin. Tighten 
locking bolts so as to ensure a watertight seal between
basin and underside of vanity top. Clean off any surplus sealant.
NOTE: Do not use epoxy.  

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
area below vanity slab.
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CAMEO
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CAMEO VANITY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7028

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 595 x 455mm
“Cameo” oval self-rimming vanity basin with three semi-
punched tapholes, (i.e. available in zero, one, two or three 
taphole configurations), and chainstay hole through the centre 
semi-punched taphole. Supplied as standard without an 
overflow. Overflow attachments (code 8784Z0) are available on 
request.

NOTE: Also available as an underslung option, using four 
hanger  brackets (code 8125Z0).

ACCESSORIES
Can be supplied with flexible overflow tube if required. Overflow 
requirements must be stipulated at time of ordering.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    11.00 kg  0.060 m³

INSTALLATION
When mounted into a bathroom cabinet or vanity slab, ensure 
that the surface is level and secured firmly against the wall.
Apply a liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent between 
the contact area of the surface and basin self-rimming surface. 
Place the basin into position and wipe off excess sealant and 
allow to dry.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
below vanity slab.
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ICEBERG VANITY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7034

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 420 x 420mm
“Iceberg” round self-rimming drop in vanity basin.
Supplied as standard without overflow. No provision for 
tapholes.

NOTE: Also available as an underslung option, using four 
hangar brackets (code 8125Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    9.00 kg  0.060 m³

INSTALLATION
When mounted into a bathroom cabinet or vanity slab, ensure 
that the surface is level and secured firmly against the wall.
Apply a liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent between 
the contact area of the surface and basin self-rimming surface. 
Place the basin into position and wipe off excess sealant and 
allow to dry.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
area below vanity slab.
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CONCORDE VANITY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7027

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 580 x 510mm
“Concorde” rectangular basin with three semi-punched
tapholes (i.e. available in zero, one, two or three taphole 
configurations). Supplied without an overflow.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    18.00 kg  0.070 m³

INSTALLATION
When mounted into a bathroom cabinet or vanity slab, ensure 
that the surface is level and secured firmly against the wall.
Apply a liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent between 
the contact area of the surface and basin self-rimming surface. 
Place the basin into position and wipe off excess sealant and 
allow to dry.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
below vanity slab.
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FLORENCE &
NAPLES
ELECTRONIC BASINS
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FLORENCE & NAPLES BASINS
PRODUCT CODE 701292SW/ 7012930W

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 570 x 455mm “Florence”
(code 701292SW) and “Naples” (code 7012930W) electronic 
basin sets with wall mounted spout, valve, angle stop valve and 
battery pack (no batteries included). 

ACCESSORIES
1.  4 x AA batteries
2.  9V single point transformer (Isca code 0452)
3.  12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397) 

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    10.60 kg  0.040 m³

Inlet & Outlet connection         BSP G½ “MALE
Recommended Water pressure  1-6 bar
Power & Voltage          6-9V DC
Sensor detection distance        25-70cm (factory setting 50cm)
Sensing reaction delay              2 seconds

INSTALLATION
1. As per installation drawings.
2. Install each basin with its own control box.
3. Avoid placing reflective objects like mirrors or stainless steel  
within 100cm of sensor eye.
4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
below vanity slab.
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IMPERIA &
VERONA
ELECTRONIC BASINS
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IMPERIA & VERONA BASINS
PRODUCT CODE 7012911S/ 7012901G

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 570 x 455mm “Imperia”
(code 7012911S) and “Verona” (code 7012901G) electronic 
basin sets with basin mounted spout, valve, angle stop valve 
and battery pack (no batteries included). 

ACCESSORIES
1.  4 x AA batteries”
2.  9V single point transformer (Isca code 0452)
3.  12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397)

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    10.60 kg  0.040 m³

Inlet & Outlet connection         BSP G½ “MALE
Recommended Water pressure  1-6 bar
Power & Voltage          6-9V DC
Sensor detection distance        25-70cm (factory setting 50cm)
Sensing reaction delay              2 seconds

INSTALLATION
1. As per installation drawings.
2. Install each basin with its own control box.
3. Avoid placing reflective objects like mirrors or stainless steel  
within 100cm of sensor eye.
4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Ensure basin is adequately sealed so as to prevent seepage into 
below vanity slab.
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CONCORDE

CONCORDE BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7024

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 610 x 460mm
rectangular “Concorde 610” basin with three semi-punched 
tapholes (i.e. available in zero, one, two or three taphole 
configurations), integrated overflow, and chainstay hole
through the centre semi-punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   14.75 kg  0.065 m³
Classic full pedestal 9.25 kg  0.030 m³
Universal half pedestal 4.00 kg  0.012 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1.Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts 
   (code 8448Z0).
2. Supported on a Classic floor mounted pedestal
   (code 7150).
3. Using Universal half pedestal and hanger mechanism
   (code 715221).

Option 1
Place basin level against wall surface at correct height and mark 
fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. Attach bolts 
to wall, fit basin and secure. NOTE: Do not overtighten.
Option 2
When installed on Classic pedestal, place basin on pedestal in 
correct position. Secure basin to the wall, then use silicone 
sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot and between back of 
basin and finished wall surface.
Option 3
Using half pedestal, install basin as per Option 1. Ensure wall 
contact area of the pedestal does not foul pipework. Secure 
pedestal to basin using hanger mechanism supplied.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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LOTUS

LOTUS BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7026

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 635 x 485mm
rounded “Lotus” basin with three semi-punched tapholes (i.e. 
available in zero, one, two or three taphole configurations), 
integrated overflow, and chainstay hole through the centre 
semi-punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   16.75 kg  0.070 m³
Classic full pedestal 9.25 kg  0.030 m³
Universal half pedestal 4.00 kg  0.012 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1.Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts 
   (code 8448Z0).
2. Supported on a classic floor mounted pedestal
   (code 7150).
3. Using Universal half pedestal and hanger mechanism
   (code 715221).

Option 1
Place basin level against wall surface at correct height and mark 
fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. Attach bolts 
to wall, fit basin and secure. NOTE: Do not overtighten.
Option 2
When installed on Classic pedestal, place basin on pedestal in 
correct position. Secure basin to the wall, then use silicone 
sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot and between back of 
basin and finished wall surface.
Option 3
Using half pedestal, install basin as per Option 1. Ensure wall 
contact area of the pedestal does not foul pipework. Secure 
pedestal to basin using hanger mechanism supplied.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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TUSCANY

TUSCANY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7006

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 560 x 415mm (code 7006)
rounded “Tuscany” basin with three semi-punched tapholes 
(i.e. available in zero, one, two or three taphole
configurations), integrated overflow, and chainstay
hole through the centre semi-punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    14.00 kg  0.050 m³
Classic full pedestal 9.25 kg  0.030 m³
Universal half pedestal 4.00 kg  0.012 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1.Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts 
   (code 8448Z0).
2. Supported on a Classic floor mounted pedestal
   (code 7150).
3. Using Universal half pedestal and hanger mechanism
   (code 715221).

Option 1
Place basin level against wall surface at correct height and mark 
fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. Attach bolts 
to wall, fit basin and secure. NOTE: Do not overtighten.
Option 2
When installed on Classic pedestal, place basin on pedestal in 
correct position. Secure basin to the wall, then use silicone 
sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot and between back of 
basin and finished wall surface.
Option 3
Using half pedestal, install basin as per Option 1. Ensure wall 
contact area of the pedestal does not foul pipework. Secure 
pedestal to basin using hanger mechanism supplied.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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FLAMINGO

FLAMINGO BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7007

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 560 x 405mm
semi-rectangular “Flamingo” basin with three semi-punched 
tapholes (i.e. available in zero, one, two or three taphole 
configurations), integrated overflow, and chainstay hole
through the centre semi-punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   14.00 kg  0.050 m³
Classic full pedestal 9.25 kg  0.030 m³
Universal half pedestal 4.00 kg  0.012 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1.Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts 
   (code 8448Z0).
2. Supported on a Classic floor mounted pedestal
   (code 7150).
3. Using Universal half pedestal and hanger mechanism
   (code 715221).

Option 1
Place basin level against wall surface at correct height and mark 
fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. Attach bolts 
to wall, fit basin and secure. NOTE: Do not overtighten.
Option 2
When installed on Classic pedestal, place basin on pedestal in 
correct position. Secure basin to the wall, then use silicone 
sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot and between back of 
basin and finished wall surface.
Option 3
Using half pedestal, install basin as per Option 1. Ensure wall 
contact area of the pedestal does not foul pipework. Secure 
pedestal to basin using hanger mechanism supplied.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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SPRINGBOK

SPRINGBOK BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7031

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 550 x 400mm rectangular 
“Springbok” basin with two tapholes, integrated overflow and 
chainstay hole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   14.00 kg  0.050 m³
Semi-concealed brackets   1.50 kg  N/A

INSTALLATION
The basin is fitted to the wall using two semi-concealed cast 
iron brackets (code 8118Z0).

Place basin level against finished wall surface at correct height. 
Position semi-concealed brackets and mark for fixing holes. 
Remove basin and fix brackets to wall using rawl bolts or similar. 
Using silicone sealant or equivalent between back of basin and 
finished wall surface, place basin on brackets ensuring basin is 
level.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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AMBER

AMBER BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7003

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 510 x 440mm rounded
“Amber” basin with three semi-punched tapholes, 
(i.e. available in zero, one, two or three taphole  configura-
tions), integrated overflow and chainstay hole through the 
centre semi-punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   11.25 kg  0.044 m³
Amber Pedestal    9.25 kg  0.013 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed  by alternative methods:

1. Bolted to the wall using two 10mm bolts (code 8448Z0)
2. Supported on an Amber floor mounted pedestal (code 7153).

Option 1:Place basin level against finished wall surface at 
correct height and mark fixing hole positions. Remove basin and 
drill holes. Attach bolts to wall, fit basin and secure. 
NOTE: Do not overtighten.

Option 2:When installed on an Amber pedestal, place basin on 
pedestal in correct position, secure basin to the wall, then use 
silicone sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot and between 
back of basin and finished wall surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent around basin edges 
and between basin and finished wall surface area for a secure 
and neat installation. Wipe off excess sealant and allow to dry.
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HIBISCUS
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HIBISCUS BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7023

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 510 x 405mm
rounded “Hibiscus” basin with three semi-punched tapholes 
(i.e. available in zero, one, two or three taphole
configurations), integrated overflow, and chainstay hole
through the centre semi-punched taphole. Available in
standard colour range.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    9.25 kg  0.052 m³
Classic full pedestal 9.25 kg  0.030 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1.Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts 
   (code 8448Z0).
2. Supported on a Classic floor mounted pedestal
   (code 7150).

Option 1
Place basin level against wall surface at correct height and mark 
fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. Attach bolts 
to wall, fit basin and secure. NOTE: Do not overtighten.
Option 2
When installed on Classic pedestal, place basin on pedestal in 
correct position. Secure basin to the wall, then use silicone 
sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot and between back of 
basin and finished wall surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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DAISY
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DAISY BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7008

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 510 x 400mm
semi-rectangular “Daisy” basin with three semi-punched 
tapholes (i.e. available in zero, one, two or three taphole 
configurations), integrated overflow, and chainstay hole
through the centre semi-punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin    11.25 kg  0.053 m³
Classic full pedestal   9.25 kg  0.030 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1.Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts 
   (code 8448Z0).
2. Supported on a Classic floor mounted pedestal
   (code 7150).

Option 1
Place basin level against wall surface at correct height and mark 
fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. Attach bolts 
to wall, fit basin and secure. NOTE: Do not overtighten.
Option 2
When installed on Classic pedestal, place basin on pedestal in 
correct position. Secure basin to the wall, then use silicone 
sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot and between back of 
basin and finished wall surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.



OPAL
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OPAL BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7048

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 595 x 360 mm rounded
“Opal” basin with three semi-punched tapholes (i.e. available
in zero, one, two or three taphole configurations). Supplied 
without an overflow. Chainstay hole through the centre semi-
punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Basin                               10,10kg     0,041m³
Amber full pedestal           9,25kg      0,013m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1.  Bolted to the wall using two 10mm bolts 
     (code 8448Z0)
2.  Supported on an Amber floor mounted pedestal 
     (code 7153)
3.  Mounted onto a vanity surface.

Option 1
Place basin level against finished wall surface at correct 
height and mark fixing hole positions. Remove basin and 
drill holes. Attach bolts to wall, fit basin and secure.
NOTE: Do not overtighten.
Option 2
When installed on an Amber pedestal, place basin on 
pedestal in correct position, secure basin to wall, then 
use silicone sealant or equivalent under pedestal foot 
and between back of basin and finished wall surface.
Option 3
Place basin on vanity surface over pre-cut outlet hole. 
Fit waste and fasten nut under the vanity surface.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent around basin 
edges, and between basin and finished wall surface 
area for a secure and neat installation. Wipe off excess 
sealant and allow to dry.
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BANTAM

BANTAM CLOAKROOM BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7030

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 455 x 290mm
“Bantam” basin with two semi-punched tapholes
(i.e. available in zero, LHS, RHS or two taphole
configurations), integrated overflow and chainstay hole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   11.00 kg  0.060 m³ 

INSTALLATION
The basin is fixed to the wall by using two 10 mm bolts (code 
8448Z0).

Place basin level against finished wall surface at correct height 
and mark fixing hole positions.
Remove basin and drill holes. Attach bolts to wall, fit basin and 
secure.
NOTE: Do not overtighten.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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RAVEN

RAVEN CLOAKROOM BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7021

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 465 x 155mm “Raven”
basin with one taphole on right hand side. Supplied as
standard without overflow or chainstay hole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   10.00 kg  0.034 m³

INSTALLATION
The Raven basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1. Before tiling
2. After tiling

Option 1
Position basin against wall at required height and mark around 
recessed back section of basin. Chase out the area marked (size 
approximately 310 x 440mm wide and 50mm deep).
Fit basin into recessed wall, ensuring that the basin is level and 
positioned so that finished tile surface will line up with back of 
splashback surround.
Secure and grout basin into recess.
Tile around basin

Option 2
Chase out area marked as per Option 1.
Complete tiling then apply a liberal layer of silicone sealant or 
equvalent around the entire back of the basin surround.
Place basin into recess and position firmly against tiles, ensuring 
that the basin is level.
Wipe surplus silicone off tiles.
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KITE

KITE CORNER BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 7011

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 470 x 415mm "Kite" corner 
basin with three semi-punched tapholes (i.e. available in zero, 
one, two or three taphole configurations), integrated overflow, 
and chainstay through the centre semi-punched taphole.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   12.00 kg  0.060 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin is fitted to the wall using two wall hanger brackets 
(code 8126ZO).

Place basin level against finished wall surface in the corner of 
the room, ensuring that the top of splash-back on both walls is 
level.

Position hanger brackets and mark fixing holes.

Remove basin and fix brackets to wall then fit basin onto 
hanger brackets.                                   

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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PEDESTALS
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PEDESTALS
PRODUCT CODES 7150/715221

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china Classic full (code 7150)
and Universal half (code 715221) pedestals.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass       Volume
Classic full pedestal         9,25kg     0,030m³
Universal half pedestal      4,00kg     0,012m³

INSTALLATION
Classic full pedestal
When installed ensure that pedestal is fixed to floor using 
silicone sealant or equivalent between base and floor surface.

Universal half pedestal
When using half pedestal, ensure wall contact area of the 
pedestal does not foul pipework. Secure pedestal to basin using 
hanger mechanism supplied.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between back of basin 
and finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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7008 Daisy

7023 Hibiscus

BASINS BASIN BRACKETS / BOLTS

8118Z0 8125Z0 8126Z0 8448Z0 8111Z0 8132Z2

X2

X2

X2

X2

X2

X2

X2

X2

X2

X4

X4

X4

X4

X2

X2

X2

X2 X1

X1

Code Description

7024 Concorde 610

7026 Lotus

7006 Tuscany

7007 Flamingo

7031 Springbok

8111Z0

8132Z2
8118Z0

8125Z0

8126Z0
8448Z0

CODE  DESCRIPTION

8118Z0 Semi-concealed cast iron bracket

8125Z0 Underslung basin bracket

8126Z0 Pressed wall hanger bracket

8448Z0 Fixing bolt set 10 mm

7042 Weaver

7004 Cardinal

7004 Quail

7009 Snipe

8111Z0 Emerald Concealed bracket

8132Z2 Weaver Concealed bracket

8132Z2

8111Z0

7039 President

7030 Bantam

7011 Kite

7003 Amber

7032 Emerald

7048 Opal



Orchid ti/bi wall hung pans.
Orchid c/c wall hung suite.
Wall Hung Brackets
Parktown back to wall pan.
Parktown Signature back to wall pan.
Wisa Excellent concealed cistern.
Wisa Mont concealed cistern.
Hibiscus Duct & Vandal proof cisterns.
Concorde c/c suite.
Tuscany c/c suite.
Quartz c/c suite.
Hibiscus top & front flush c/c suites.
Daisy s/c/c suite.
Pearl Paraplegic s/c/c suite.
Orchid Paraplegic wall hung pan.
Protea Paraplegic low level suite.
Salerno & Vittoria electronic suites.
Pavia & Milano electronic suites.
Klip low level pan.
Junior low level suite.
Aquasave low level suite.
Aquasave Slimline low level suite.
Afsan low level pan.
Oriental squat pan.
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Please note: Modifications may have been made to certain
products in this catalogue. Please consult the Vaal
Sanitaryware Internet Web Site www.vaalsan.co.za or
contact Vaal Sanitaryware head office or sales offices.
NOTE: All dimensions are approximate.
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ORCHID
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ORCHID WALL HUNG PAN
PRODUCT CODE 439100/439016

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Orchid" top inlet (code 
439100) or back inlet (code 439016) 90° wall hung open rim 
pan. Top inlet can be used with exposed flush-valve. Back
inlet can be used with a Wisa concealed cistern,
Vaal Sanitaryware duct cistern (code 710935) or a concealed 
flushvalve. NOTE: Also available as a Paraplegic pan, using the 
same floor bracket (code 8082ZO).

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
1. Flushmaster FJ2.210 or equivalent for top entry pan.
2. DPI Flushfit, Marley SG47 pan collar or equivalent.
3. Floor bracket (code 8082Z0) or bolt-through-the-wall bracket 
(code 8084Z0)
4. Alternative seats - Jazz double flap thermoset seat (code 
8531Z0) or Orchid wooden seat (code 8520Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               17.00kg  0.080m³
Bracket        1.50kg  N/A

INSTALLATION
1. Determine pan height, prepare water inlet and outlet heights, 
and adjust threaded rods to height of pan fixing holes. Detailed 
installation instructions supplied with the bracket.
2. Fit floor bracket into recessed wall and floor, then complete 
brickwork. Alternatively complete brickwork then fit 
bolt-through-the-wall bracket.
3. Place pan into position, tighten nuts and place c.p. dome 
cover over nuts.
4. Complete plumbing and flush the water line.
5. Flush test to ensure that all connections are watertight.
NOTE: Do not overtighten.
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ORCHID
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ORCHID CLOSED COUPLED SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 438663

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china “Orchid” close coupled 90º 
outlet wall hung open rim pan (code 438600) and matching 6 
litre pushbutton top dual flush back inlet
cistern (code 4386DT) complete with lid, fitments.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
1. Floor bracket (code 8082Z0) or bolt-through-the-wall bracket 
(code 8084Z0)
2. Alternative seats - Jazz double flap thermoset seat (code 
8531Z0) or Orchid wooden seat (code 8520Z0).
3. DPI Flushfit, Marley SG47 pan collar or equivalent.

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Pan                               19,30kg     0,089m³
Cistern             11,00kg      0,030m³
Bracket    1.50kg  N/A
Seat             2,00kg      N/A

INSTALLATION
1. Determine pan height, prepare water inlet and outlets 
heights, and adjust threaded rods to heightof pan fixing holes. 
Detailed installation instructions supplied with bracket.
2. Fit floor bracket into recessed wall and floor, then complete 
brickwork. Alternatively complete brickwork then fit 
bolt-through-the-wall bracket.
3. Fit cistern fixing bolts to pan.
4. Place pan into position and tighten nuts. Place c.p. dome 
covers over nuts.
5. Assemble all cistern fittings. Fit cistern to pan ensuring 
rubber sealing ring is in the correct position and tighten wing 
nuts. NOTE: Do not use putty as sealer.
6. Complete all plumbing connections and flush the water line.
7. Fit double flap seat.
8. Flush test to ensure all connections are watertight. Ensure 
that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications. 
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Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china “Orchid” close coupled 90º 
outlet wall hung open rim pan (code 438600) and matching 6 
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WALL HUNG
BRACKETS
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WALL HUNG BRACKETS

1. Orchid bolt-through-the-wall bracket
Code 808Z0
For use in a 230 mm wall.
Colour: Galvanised silver

2. Orchid floor bracket
Code 8082ZO
For use in 115 mm, 230 mm, and dry-walling
and adjustable for paraplegic applications.
Colour: Galvanised silver

1.

2.



PARKTOWN
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PARKTOWN PAN
PRODUCT CODE 431500/431600

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Parktown" 90° outlet top
inlet (code 431500) or back inlet (code 431600) closed rim 
back-to-wall pan. Top inlet can be used with an exposed 
flushvalve. Back inlet can be used with a Wisa concealed 
cistern, Vaal Sanitaryware duct cistern (code 710935) or a 
concealed flushvalve.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
1. Flushmaster FJ2.000, with pan connector C-FM8.20 and             
offset flushpipe FJT5.7, or FM 1.210 or equivalent for top entry    
pan.
2. DPI Flushfit, Marley SG47 pan collar or equivalent.
3. Jazz thermoset toilet seat (code 8531Z0)

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               16.00kg  0.080m³

INSTALLATION
1. Ensure plumbing is in correct position. Apply a thin layer of 
silicone sealant or equivalent to wall contact area of pan, then 
fit pan flush with the wall and floor surfaces and fit pan onto 
floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer mixture could
result in pedestal failure.
2. Flush the water line.
3. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush.
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PARKTOWN 
SIGNATURE
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PARKTOWN SIGNATURE PAN
PRODUCT CODE 4317

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Parktown Signature" 90°
outlet back inlet (code 4317) closed rim back-to-wall
pan, with quality thermoset seat. Can be used with a Wisa 
concealed cistern, (code 8826Z000). Vaal Sanitaryware duct 
cistern (code 710935) or a concealed flushvalve.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Pan    16.00 kg  0.080 m³

INSTALLATION
1. Fit seat to pan.
2. Ensure plumbing is in correct position.                           
3. (a) Apply a thin layer of silicone sealant
    or equivalent to wall surface and fit pan onto floor using a 
4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer mix could result in pedestal 
failure.
OR
    (b) Attach brackets to the floor, 160mm apart, and 230mm           
    from the wall. Place pan into position to ensure that brackets           
    are in correct position. Remove pan and apply a thin layer of           
    silicone sealant or equivalent to the wall and floor surfaces       
    of the pan. Place pan back into position and fix screw to the      
    bracket.
4. Flush the water line.
5. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush.                  
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WISA
EXCELLENT
CONCEALED CISTERN
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NON-CORROSIVE CONCEALED CISTERN
PRODUCT CODE 8827Z000

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware high quality non-corrosive 6/3 litre dual 
flush Wisa Excellent concealed cistern (code 8827Z000) 
for dry wall applications, and control panel with integrated
flush actuator.

ACCESSORIES

1. Maro - white (code 8828Z0), bright chrome (code 8829Z0),
    matt chrome (code 8830Z0).
2. Argos - white (code 8834Z0), matt chrome (code 8835Z0).
3. Taras - white (code 8837Z0), bright chrome (code 8836Z0),
    matt chrome (code 8838Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
                         Dimensions                   Mass      Volume
Cistern               380 x 1180 x 140 mm    8,00kg    0,063m3
Control panel      160 x 160 mm                N/A          N/A

COLOURS
Control panels available in white, bright chrome and matt 
chrome.

INSTALLATION
1. Determine height and position of cistern and pan as per 
drawings and cut wall accordingly.
2. Determine top or back entry water supply into cistern, and 
tube accordingly.
3. Place cistern in position ensuring that polystyrene template 
is in correct position.
4. Complete tiling or painting before removing polystyrene      
template.
5. Flush water line, then connect angle stop valve to water 
supply.
6. Ensure that correct water level has been set and that  
operating overflow tube height conforms to and operates 
according to local by-laws and SABS specifications.
7. Fit control panel to cistern and test flush.

Maro - white

Argos - matt chrome

Taras - bright chrome
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WISA MONT
CONCEALED CISTERN
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NON-CORROSIVE CONCEALED CISTERN
PRODUCT CODE 8826Z000

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware high quality non-corrosive 6/3 litre 
dual flush Wisa Mont concealed cistern (code 8826Z000) 
for brick wall applications, and control panel 
with integrated flush actuator (code 8828Z000).

ACCESSORIES
1. Maro - white (code 8828Z0), bright chrome (code 8829Z0),
    matt chrome (code 8830Z0).
2. Argos - white (code 8834Z0), matt chrome (code 8835Z0).
3. Taras - white (code 8837Z0), bright chrome (code 8836Z0),
    matt chrome (code 8838Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
                        Dimensions                Mass      Volume
Cistern              400 x 785 x 140 mm   2,00kg   0,044m3
Control panel     160 x 160 mm              N/A          N/A

COLOURS
Control panels available in white, bright chrome and matt 
chrome.

INSTALLATION
1. Determine height and position of cistern and pan as per 
drawings and cut wall accordingly.
2. Determine top or back entry water supply into cistern, and 
tube accordingly.
3. Place cistern in position ensuring that polystyrene template 
is in correct position.
4. Complete tiling or painting before removing polystyrene      
template.
5. Flush water line, then connect angle stop valve to water 
supply.
6. Ensure that correct water level has been set and that  
operating overflow tube height conforms to and operates 
according to local by-laws and SABS specifications.
7. Fit control panel to cistern and test flush.
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HIBISCUS DUCT CISTERN
PRODUCT CODE 7109DP

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china “Hibiscus duct” cistern
(code 7109DP), complete with lid, fitments, push button 
mechanism, and duct flush pipe. Can be used with the Orchid 
back inlet, Parktown back inlet or any other back inlet pan.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Cistern               12.00kg  0.03m³

HIBISCUS VANDAL PROOF CISTERN
PRODUCT CODE 7108CP

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china “Hibiscus vandal proof” cistern
(code 7108CP), complete with front push button, lid, fitments
and low level flush pipe.

Also available for a close couple or semi-close couple 
application. (Stipulate at time of ordering)

Hibiscus Duct Cistern

Hibiscus Vandal Proof Cistern

Hibiscus Duct Cistern
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CONCORDE CLOSED COUPLED SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 772763

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china “Concorde” close coupled
90º outlet closed rim washdown pan (code 772700) and 
matching 9 litre top dual flush cistern (code 7104DT)
complete with lid, fitments and purpose-made wooden seat 
(code 8527Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Pan                               24,00kg     0,100m³
Cistern             11,00kg      0,030m³
Seat             2,00kg      N/A

INSTALLATION
1.  Fit pan to floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
2.  Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fit cistern to pan ensuring rubber sealing ring is 
in the correct position and tighten wing nuts.
NOTE: Do not use putty as sealer.
3.  Flush the water line.
4.  Fit purpose-made double flap seat.
5.  Complete all plumbing connections to the suite and test 
flush. Ensure that the correct water level has been set and that 
the operating overflow tube height conforms to and operates 
according to local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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TUSCANY
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TUSCANY CLOSED COUPLED SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 772863

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Tuscany" close coupled
90° outlet closed rim washdown pan (code 772800) and 
matching 7 litre pushbutton top dual flush cistern (code 
711139) complete with lid and fitments. Supplied with 
purpose-made wooden seat
(code 8515Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Pan                               19,00kg     0,090m³
Cistern             10,00kg      0,030m³
Seat             2,00kg      N/A

INSTALLATION
1. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer
         mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
    (b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions. Remove  
         pan and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw
         to the floor and secure
2. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fit cistern to pan ensuring sealing ring is in the 
correct position and tighten wing nuts.
NOTE: Do not use putty as sealer.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Fit double flap seat.
5. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush. Ensure 
that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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QUARTZ CLOSED COUPLED SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 771363

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Quartz" close coupled 90° 
outlet closed rim washdown pan (code 772800) and
matching 6 litre pushbutton top dual flush cistern (code 
711641) complete with lid and fitments; supplied with
purpose-made wooden seat. (code 8515Z0)

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Pan                               19,00kg     0,090m³
Cistern             11,00kg      0,030m³
Seat             2,00kg      N/A

INSTALLATION
1. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer        
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
   (b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions. Remove 
pan and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to 
the floor and secure.

2. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fit cistern to pan ensuring sealing ring is in the 
correct position and tighten wing nuts.
NOTE: Do not use putty as sealer.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Fit double flap seat.
5. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush.
Ensure that correct water level has been set and
that operating overflow tube height conforms to
and operates according to local by-laws and
SABS specifications.
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HIBISCUS CLOSE COUPLED SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 772654 / 772656

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Hibiscus" close coupled
90° outlet open rim front single flush suite complete with
lid and fitments (code 772654), or top dual flush suite (code 
772656).
Front flush suite available in standard colour range.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
Jazz thermoset toilet seat (code 8531Z0)

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               14.00kg  0.090m³
Cistern        12.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
   (b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions. Remove 
pan and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to 
the floor and secure.
2. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fit cistern to pan ensuring sealing ring is in the 
correct position and tighten wing nuts.
NOTE: Do not use putty as sealer.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush. Ensure 
that the correct water level has been set and that the operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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DAISY SEMI-CLOSE COUPLED SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 751453

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Daisy" semi-close coupled
90° outlet open rim washdown pan (code 751400) and
matching 9 litre cistern (code 710532) complete with lid, 
fitments and flush pipe elbow. 

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               12.75kg  0.080m³
Cistern        12.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Line up pan from finished wall by placing template between 
wall and pan shelf.
2. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
(b) Place pan into position and mark holepositions. Remove pan 
and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to the 
floor and secure.
3. Assemble all cistern fittings, inlet valve on right hand side of 
cistern and fit flush pipe bend to flush valve tailpiece. Place 
assembled cistern on pan shelf, levelling same and screw fix to 
wall. NOTE: Do not use putty as sealer.
4. Flush the water line.
5. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush. Ensure 
that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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PEARL PARAPLEGIC SEMI CLOSE COUPLE SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 7300SC

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Pearl Paraplegic" semi
close couple 90° outlet open rim washdown pan and
matching 9 litre cistern complete with lid, fitments, and
purpose made C.P. side-flush lever (left or right). Supplied
with purpose made urea seat and cover plate.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               14.00kg  0.075m³
Cistern        12.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Install pan 750mm from the wall to the front rim.
2. Assemble all cistern fittings, then fit cistern 545mm from 
bottom of cistern to floor.
3. Install seat and cut connector plate to size, then install.
4. Flush the water line.
5. Complete all plumbing connections to suite and test flush.
Ensure that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates to local by laws 
and SABS specification.
Detailed installation instructions supplied with the suite.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Vaal Sanitaryware Hibiscus basin.
2. 2x12 mm C.P. lever action pillar taps.
3. 32 mm C.P. lagged bottle trap, waste outlet plug and chain.
4. 32 mm stainless steel side grab rail (code DL2).
5. 32 mm stainless steel rear grab rail around cistern (code 
SR2A).
NOTE:
- Cold water tap must be closest to toilet.
- Grab rails supplied by Chairman Industries.
  Tel: (011) 624-1222
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ORCHID WALL HUNG PARAPLEGIC PAN 
PRODUCT CODE 439016

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Orchid Paraplegic"
back inlet (code 439016) 90° wall hung open rim pan. Pan
can be used with a WISA concealed cistern or with a suitable 
back inlet flush valve.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
1. Flushmaster FM1.100 with C-FM8.8. extension lever, or 
equivalent.
2. Floor bracket (code 8082Z0).
4. Jazz thermoset seat (code 8531Z0) or Orchid wooden seat 
(code 8520Z0).
4. DPI Flushfit, Marley SG47 pan collar or equivalent.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               17.00kg  0.080m³
Bracket               1.50kg  N/A

INSTALLATION
1. Extend wall behind pan by 115 mm, and 490 mm above 
finished floor surface.
2. Determine pan height, prepare water inlet and outlet heights, 
and adjust threaded rods to height of pan fixing holes. Detailed 
installation instructions supplied with the bracket.
3. Fit floor bracket into recessed wall and floor, then complete 
brickwork.
4. Place pan into position, tighten nuts and place c.p. dome 
cover over nuts.
5. Complete plumbing and flush the water line.
6. Flush test to ensure that all connections are watertight.
NOTE: Do not overtighten.
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PROTEA PARAPLEGIC LOW LEVEL SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 750246

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Protea Paraplegic" 90°
outlet pan (code 750200) and matching 9 litre cistern (code 
710631) complete with lid, fitments, and purpose-made C.P. 
side-flush lever (left or right) or a back inlet exposed
flushvalve. Bottom inlet water supply must be on same side as 
flush lever.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               14.00kg  0.075m³
Cistern               12.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Assemble all cistern fittings, inlet valve on same side of 
cistern as flush lever. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line 
with pan position.
2. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
(b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions.
Remove pan and drill holes. Place pan back intoposition, fix 
screw to the floor and secure.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections to suite and test flush.
Ensure that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Vaal Sanitaryware Hibiscus basin.
2. 2x12 mm C.P. lever action pillar taps.
3. 32 mm C.P. lagged bottle trap, waste outlet plug and chain.
4. 32 mm stainless steel side grab rail (code DL2).
5. 32 mm stainless steel rear grab rail around cistern (code 
SR2).
NOTE:
- Cold water tap must be closest to toilet.
- Grab rails supplied by Chairman Industries.
  Tel: (011) 624-1222
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ELECTRONIC TOILETS
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SALERNO & VITTORIA TOILETS
PRODUCT CODE 901660DF / 1600600D

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware “Salerno” wall hung electronic toilet set 
including floor bracket and thermoset seat (code 901660DF) 
and “Vittoria” floor mounted electronic toilet set including 
thermoset seat (code 1600600D), with duct mounted flush 
valve and 9V single point transformer.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Salerno Pan  17.00 kg  0.080 m³
Vittoria Pan  16.00 kg  0.080 m³

Inlet & Outlet connection         BSP G½ “MALE
Recommended Water pressure  3-7 bar
Power & Voltage          6-9V DC
   9V single point transformer (Isca code 0452)
   12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397)
Ambient Water Temperature      1-45ºC
Sensor detection distance        25-70cm (factory setting 50cm)
Flush Time         18 Seconds
Sensing reaction delay              2 seconds

ACCESSORIES
12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397)

INSTALLATION
1. As per installation drawings.
2. Install each toilet with its own control box.
3. Avoid placing reflective objects like mirrors or stainless steel  
within 100cm of sensor eye.
4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.

Vittoria

Vaal Sanitaryware “Salerno” wall hung electronic toilet set 
including floor bracket and thermoset seat (code 901660DF) 
and “Vittoria” floor mounted electronic toilet set including 
thermoset seat (code 1600600D), with duct mounted flush 

4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.
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PAVIA &
MILANO
ELECTRONIC TOILETS
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PAVIA & MILANO TOILETS
PRODUCT CODE 9016700F / 1600700W 

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware “Pavia” wall hung electronic toilet set, 
including floor bracket and thermoset seat (code 9016700F)
and “Milano” floor mounted electronic toilet set including 
thermoset seat (code 1600700W), with in-wall flush valve and 
9V single point transformer.

ACCESSORIES
12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397)

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Pavia Pan  17.00 kg  0.080 m³
Milano Pan  16.00 kg  0.080 m³

Inlet & Outlet connection         BSP G½ “MALE
Recommended Water pressure  3-7 bar
Power & Voltage          6-9V DC
   9V single point transformer (Isca code 0452)
   12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397)
Ambient Water Temperature      1-45ºC
Sensor detection distance        25-70cm (factory setting 50cm)
Flush Time         18 Seconds
Sensing reaction delay              2 seconds

INSTALLATION
1. As per installation drawings.
2. Install each pan with its own control box.
3. Avoid placing reflective objects like mirrors or stainless steel 

4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.
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KLIP 104° LOW LEVEL SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 751200

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china “Klip” 104° outlet
washdown pan with enlarged pedestal (code 751200) and 
matching 9 litre cistern (code 710531) complete with lid and 
fitments. Pan can also be used with a duct cistern (code 
710935), a back inlet flush valve (FJ2.100 or equivalent), or a 
WISA concealed cistern.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               13.00kg  0.070m³
Cistern               12.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
When installed with a low level cistern:
1. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line with 
pan position.
2. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
(b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions. Remove 
pan and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to 
the floor and secure.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush.
Ensure that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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JUNIOR 104° LOW LEVEL SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 751358

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china “Junior” 104° outlet
washdown pan (code 751300) and matching 6 litre cistern 
(code 712034) complete with lid and fitments, and junior seat. 
Pan can also be used with a duct cistern (code 712035), or a 
WISA concealed cistern.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               10.00kg  0.045m³
Cistern               11.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
When installed with a low level cistern:
1. Assemble all cistern fittings, inlet valve on right hand side of 
cistern. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line with pan 
position.
2. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
(b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions. Remove 
pan and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to 
the floor and secure.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Fit double flap seat.
5. Complete all plumbing connections to suite andtest flush. 
Ensure that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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AQUASAVE LOW LEVEL SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 750151

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Aquasave" low level suite 
with a 90° outlet washdown pan and matching 6 litre SISO 
cistern complete with lid, fitments and flushpipe.

PERFORMANCE
The "Aquasave" suite is designed to flush on 4,5 litres,
and therefore can only be supplied as a complete suite.

APPLICATIONS
This suite is suitable for use on:
1. Waterborne municipal sewer lines; and
2. Can be used with on-site anaerobic digesters or septic tanks 
(check for compatibility with manufacturer of digester or septic 
tank).

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               13.00kg  0.070m³
Cistern   11.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line with 
pan position.
2. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
(b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions. Remove      
pan and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to 
the floor and secure.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush. Ensure 
that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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AQUASAVE SLIMLINE SUITE
PRODUCT CODE 750152

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware "Aquasave Slimline" low level suite,
consisting of a vitreous china 90° outlet washdown pan and 
matching 6 litre SISO polypropylene top-flush cistern
complete with lid, fitments and flushpipe.

PERFORMANCE
The Aquasave Slimline suite is designed to flush on 4,5 litres, 
and therefore can only be supplied as a complete suite.

APPLICATIONS
This suite is suitable for use on:
1. Waterborne municipal sewer lines; and
2. Can be used with on-site anaerobic digesters or septic tanks 
(check for compatibility with manufacturer of digester or septic 
tank).

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               13.00kg  0.070m³
Cistern   1.50kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line with 
pan position.
2. (a) Fit pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer 
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
(b) Place pan into position and mark hole positions. Remove      
pan and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to 
the floor and secure.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush. Ensure 
that the correct water level has been set and that the operating 
overflow tube height conforms and operates according to local 
by-laws and SABS specifications.
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AFSAN LOW LEVEL PAN
PRODUCT CODE 750100

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Afsan" low level 90° outlet 
washdown pan. Pan can be used with an Aquasave low level 
cistern (code 712034), a duct cistern (code 712035), a back 
inlet flush valve (FJ2.100 or equivalent), or a WISA concealed 
cistern.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               13.00kg  0.070m³

INSTALLATION
When installed with a low level cistern:
1. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line with 
pan position.
2. (a) Fix pan onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A 
richer mixture could result in pedestal failure.
OR
(b) Place pan into position and mark holepositions. Remove pan 
and drill holes. Place pan back into position, fix screw to the 
floor and secure.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections to suite and test flush. 
Ensure that correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications
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ORIENTAL SQUAT PAN 
PRODUCT CODE 502300

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china one-piece "Oriental" closed
rim squat pan, with floor plate and integrated raised foot
tread (code 502300), suitable for use with a 9 litre cistern
(code 710531), plastic telescopic flushpipe and connector
(code 5022Z1), or a back inlet flushvalve (FM 1.100 with 38mm 
flush pipe), and vitreous china Oriental p-trap (code 220100).

NOTE: Inlet hole is 50 mm diameter, and pan is supplied with a 
specialised bung.

SPECIFICATIONS
                           Mass       Volume
Pan               13.00kg  0.070m³
P-trap               2.20kg  0.015m³
Cistern               12.00kg  0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Install trap bedded on concrete pad and connect to drain 
using flexible pan connector. Fit pan outlet to trap inlet, 
ensuring that top of pan rim is level.
NOTE: Pan bowl and sides all round to be supported and 
encased using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer mixture could 
result in cracking.
2. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand 
side of cistern. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line with 
pan position, at desired height, and connect telescopic flush-
pipe.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush. Ensure 
that the correct water level has been set and that operating 
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to 
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
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Orchid
Concorde
Tuscany

c1
c2
c3

Please note: Modifications may have been made to certain
products in this catalogue. Please consult the Vaal
Sanitaryware Internet Web Site www.vaalsan.co.za or
contact Vaal Sanitaryware head office or sales offices.
NOTE: All dimensions are approximate.
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ORCHID BIDET
PRODUCT CODE 774301

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Orchid" wall mounted
over rim supply bidet (code 774301) with single taphole, 
mounted on either a floor bracket (code 8082ZO), or 
bolt-through-the-wall bracket (code 8084ZO).

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Bidet                               18,00kg     0,083m³
Bracket                              1,50kg     N/A

INSTALLATION
1. Determine bidet height, prepare water inlet and outlet 
heights, and adjust threaded rods to height of bidet fixing 
holes. Detailed installation instructions supplied with the 
bracket.
2. Fit floor bracket into recessed wall and floor, then complete 
brickwork. Alternatively complete brickwork then fit 
bolt-through-the-wall bracket.
3. Fit mixer and waste outlet to ware, ensuring free movement 
of waste plug and linkage.
4. Apply silicone sealant or equivalent to wall contact area of 
back of bidet to absorb tile irregularities and to prevent point 
loading.
5. Place bidet into position, tighten nuts and place c.p. dome 
cover over nuts.
6. Complete water and waste connections and test to ensure 
installation joints are watertight.
Note: Do not overtighten.
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CONCORDE BIDET
PRODUCT CODE 773701

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Concorde" one taphole
over rim water supply pedestal bidet.

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Bidet                               19,00kg     0,070m³

INSTALLATION
After all plumbing points have been installed and wall tiling has 
been completed:
1. Fit mixer and waste outlet to ware, ensuring free movement 
of waste plug and linkage.
2. Fix bidet onto floor using 4:1 cement mortar mix, or tile 
cement. Should the finished floor tiles be laid, mark the position 
of the bidet foot on the tiles and apply a liberal layer of silicone
sealant or equivalent or tile cement over the entire marked out 
floor area. Position the bidet, and press down. Clean off excess 
sealant.
3. Complete water and waste connections and test to ensure 
installation joints are watertight.
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TUSCANY BIDET
PRODUCT CODE 774001

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Tuscany" one taphole
over rim water supply pedestal bidet.

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Bidet                               13,60kg     0,070m³

INSTALLATION
After all plumbing points have been installed and wall tiling has 
been completed:
1. Fit mixer and waste outlet to ware, ensuring free movement 
of waste plug and linkage when using pop up.
2. (a) Fix bidet onto floor using 4:1 cement mortar mix or tile 
cement. Should the finished floor tiles be laid, mark the position 
of the bidet foot on the tiles and apply a liberal layer of silicone
sealant or equivalent or tile cement over the entire marked out 
floor area. Position the bidet, and press down. Clean off excess 
sealant.
OR
(b) Place bidet into position and mark hole positions. Remove 
bidet and drill holes. Place bidet back into position, fix screw to 
the floor and secure.            
3. Complete water and waste connections and test to ensure 
installation joints are watertight.
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                                         Mass       Volume
Bidet                               13,60kg     0,070m³





D U R I N A L S

Lavatera Urinal
Sweetpea Urinal
Flatback Urinal
Malaga Urinal
Trento Urinal
Waterless Urinal
Urinal Division
Channels

Hygia
Sola 610
Sola 510
Sink 600
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LAVATERA

d1

LAVATERA WALL HUNG BOWL URINAL
PRODUCT CODE 705426/705427

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china wall hung "Lavatera" urinal 
with top inlet (code 705426) or back inlet (code 705427). 
Overall size 600 x 385 x 380 mm. Top inlet fittings (code 
7054Z1) and back inlet fittings (code 7054Z2) include a 38 mm 
c.p. domical grating, a spreader (with a 20 mm diameter
thread), and two hanger brackets.

SPECIFICATIONS
                                        Mass       Volume
Urinal                               12,50kg     0,040m³

INSTALLATION
The Lavatera urinal can be installed using either:
a) Concealed (back inlet) flushvalve (Cobra FJ8.102 or Walcro 
150 BUR or equivalent).
b) Exposed (top-inlet) flushvalve (FJ6000 Flushmaster or 
equivalent).
c) Electronic top inlet valve (Cobra EL-3004 or equivalent).
d) Electronic back inlet valve (Cobra EL-3005 or equivalent).

1. Fit the waste outlet and spreader to the urinal.
2. Screw hanger brackets to the wall at the required height 
using rawl plugs.
3. Hang urinal on brackets and connect trap to waste outlet.
4. Connect urinal flushvalve to flush pipe which is connected to 
spreader, ensuring rubber grommet is correctly fitted.
5. Test flush.
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SWEETPEA
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SWEETPEA WALL HUNG BOWL URINAL
PRODUCT CODE 705126/705127

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china wall hung "Sweetpea"
urinal with top inlet (code 705126) or back inlet
(code 705127). Overall size 565 x 275 x 310 mm. Top inlet 
fittings (code 7054Z0) and back inlet fittings (code 7054Z2) 
include a 38 mm c.p. domical grating, a spreader (with a 20 
mm diameter thread), and two hanger brackets.

RECOMMENDED ACCESORIES
1. Plain mini “p” trap (DPE F40 PMP or equivalent)
N.B. Do not use a bottle trap.

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Urinal                               13,00kg     0,050m³

INSTALLATION
The Sweetpea urnial can be installed using either:
a) Exposed (top-inlet) flushvalve (Cobra FJ6000 Flushmaster or 
equivalent with FJT 5.5 flushpipe).
b) Concealed (back inlet) flushvalve (Cobra FJ8.102 or Walcro 
150 BUR or equivalent).
c) Electronic top inlet valve (Cobra EL-3004 or equivalent).
d) Electronic back inlet valve (Cobra EL-3005 or equivalent).

1. Fit the waste outlet and spreader to the urinal.
2. Screw hanger brackets to the wall at the required height 
using rawl plugs.
3. Connect trap to sewer outlet then hang urinal on brackets 
and connect trap to waste outlet.
4. Connect urinal flushvalve to flush pipe which is connected to 
spreader, ensuring rubber grommet is correctly fitted.
5. Test flush.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent around urinal edges 
for a secure and neat installation. Wipe off excess sealant and 
allow to dry.
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(code 705127). Overall size 565 x 275 x 310 mm. Top inlet 
fittings (code 7054Z0) and back inlet fittings (code 7054Z2) 
include a 38 mm c.p. domical grating, a spreader (with a 20 

allow to dry.



FLATBACK
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FLATBACK WALL HUNG BOWL URINAL
PRODUCT CODE 705326

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china wall hung "Flatback" urinal. 
Overall size 415 x 315 x 275 mm. Supplied with 38mm c.p. 
domical grating (code 8787Z0), c.p. top inlet speader (code 
8543Z0), and two hangar brackets (code 8127Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Urinal                               11,50kg     0,032m³

INSTALLATION
The Flatback urinal can is installed using either: 
a) Exposed top inlet flushvalve ( Cobra FJ6000 Flushmaster or 
equivalent with FJT 5.5 flushpipe).
b) Electronic top inlet flushvalve (Cobra EL-3004 or equivalent).

1. Fit the waste outlet and spreader to the urinal.
2. Screw hanger brackets to the wall at the required height 
using rawl plugs.
3. Hang urinal on brackets and connect trap to waste outlet.
4. Connect urinal flushvalve to flush pipe which is connected to 
spreader, ensuring rubber grommet is correctly fitted.
5. Test flush.
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MALAGA
ELECTRONIC URINAL
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MALAGA URINAL
PRODUCT CODE 512744 IV

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware Malaga back inlet electronic urinal with 
integrated sensor (code 512744 IV), including 38mm CP 
domical grating, spreader, 2 hanger brackets, valve flexi mini 
trap, angle stop valve and battery pack (no batteries included).

ACCESSORIES
Power supply either:
1. 4 x AA batteries
2. 9v Single point transformer (Isca code 0452)
3. 12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397)

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Urinal    13.00 kg  0.050 m³

Inlet & Outlet connection         BSP G½ “MALE
Recommended Water pressure  2-4 bar
Power & Voltage          6-9V DC
Sensor detection distance        25-70cm (factory setting 50cm)
Flush time         Pre-flush 2 seconds
               Main flush 5 seconds
Sensing reaction delay        2 Seconds

INSTALLATION
1. As per installation drawings.
2. Install each urinal with its own control valve.
3. Avoid placing reflective objects like mirrors or stainless steel  
within 100cm of sensor eye.
4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent around urinal edges 
for a secure and neat installation. Wipe off excess sealant and 
allow to dry.
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TRENTO
ELECTRONIC URINAL
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TRENTO URINAL
PRODUCT CODE 542720IV

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware Trento back inlet electronic urinal with 
internal wall mounted sensor (code 542720IV), including 38mm 
CP domical grating, spreader, 2 hanger brackets, valve and 
battery pack (no batteries included).

ACCESSORIES
Power supply either:
1. 4 x AA batteries
2. 9V single point transformer (Isca code 0452)
3. 12 point transformer with battery back up (Isca code 0397) 

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Urinal   12.50 kg  0.040 m³

Inlet & Outlet connection         BSP G½ “MALE”
Recommended Water pressure  2-4 bar
Power & Voltage          6-9V DC
Ambient Water Temperature      1-45ºC
Sensor detection process        25-70cm (factory setting 50cm)
Flush time         Pre-flush 2 Seconds
           Main flush 5 Seconds
Sensing reaction delay              2 seconds

INSTALLATION
1. As per installation drawings.
2. Install each basin with its own control box.
3. Avoid placing reflective objects like mirrors or stainless steel  
within 100cm of sensor eye.
4. Protect face plate and sensor eye during installation.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent around urinal edges 
for a secure and neat installation. Wipe off excess sealant and 
allow to dry.
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WATERLESS
URINALS
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WATERLESS URINALS
PRODUCT CODES  705027 / 705327 / 705428

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china wall hung "Lavatera"
waterless urinal (code 705428), “Sweetpea” waterless
(code 705027) and “Flatback” waterless urinal (code 705327). 
Supplied with EcoSmellstop waste, two hanger brackets (code 
8127ZO) and one litre of cleaning spray.

INSTALLATION
The waterless urinals can be installed as follows:
1. Fit the EcoSmellstop waste to the urinal with Sikaflex.
2. Screw hanger brackets to the wall at the required height 
using rawl plugs.
3. Hang urinal on brackets.
4. No 'P' trap or bottle trap required. The 50mm drainpipe is 
attached directly to the socket.

NOTE:
For optimal operation urinal must be cleaned daily using 
supplied cleaning spray mixed with water at a ratio of 19:1
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URINAL
DIVISION
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URINAL DIVISION
PRODUCT CODE 705228WH

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china "Urinal division" (code 
705228WH), complete with fixing screw and hanger bracket. 
Suitable for use when Lavatera, Sweetpea or Flatback urinals 
are installed in ranges.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass       Volume
Division           7,40kg     0,030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Drill fixing holes at correct height, and fit hanger bracket.
2. Place division on fixing bracket, level against wall surface
and, mark fixing hole position at bottom of division.
3. Remove division, drill hole and insert plug.
4. Fit division onto hanger bracket, and attach screw.
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CHANNELS
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120 MM BLOCK CHANNELS

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 120 mm block channels 
suitable for use in commercial kitchens, changerooms and
other applications. Channel ranges are supplied to specific 
requirements.

SPECIFICATIONS
                                         Mass       Volume
Channels                              6,00kg     0,006m³

Code Description
1500  120 x 455 mm plain
1501  120 x 455 mm with 75 mm centre outlet
1502  120 x 455 mm stopend
1503    120 x 455 mm stopend with 75 mm outlet                           
1510    120 mm 90° angle (two mitred 1500 channels)                  
8270ZO  75 mm c.p. dome grating

INSTALLATION
1. Determine floor surface gradient.
2. Place channels into semi-dry mortar using 4:1 cement mortar 
mix.
3. Join channels with a suitable sealant.
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HYGIA

HYGIA HOSPITAL BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 703611

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 585 x 435 mm "Hygia" 
hospital basin, including 1/4 turn wrist action mixer (code 
8376ZO), c.p. waste (code 8794ZO), overflow tube (code 
8630ZO), two fixing screws, plugs and c.p. caps
(code 8513ZO). Supplied with two tapholes.

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   35.00 kg  0.120 m³

INSTALLATION
1. Determine position where basin is to be installed.
2. Mark position of holes to be drilled for fixing screws.
3. Drill holes to correct size and depth.
4. Place basin against holes for push-through installation for 
concrete, solid bricks and hollow blocks.
5. Insert screws and tighten with number 10 hexagonal 
spanner.
6. Press the c.p. caps onto head of screw and over the exposed 
section of the plug up against basin splashback.

NOTE:
Maximum load bearing capacity of the fixing is achieved only if 
the screw projects through the plug tip by at least 1 x screw 
diameter, and the plug expands in the wall with its whole 
anchoring depth. Tiles and plaster are considered to be 
non-load bearing.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 585 x 435 mm "Hygia" 
hospital basin, including 1/4 turn wrist action mixer (code 
8376ZO), c.p. waste (code 8794ZO), overflow tube (code 



SOLA 610

SOLA 610 MEDICAL BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 703800

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 610 x 460 mm rectangular 
“Sola 610” medical basin with no tapholes, overflow or chain-
stay hole.

ACCESSORIES
32 mm standing overflow tube, chrome plated (code 8630Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   14.75 kg  0.065 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1. Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts (code 8448ZO).
OR
2. Using a concealed wall bracket (code 8131Z2), and three 10 
mm bolts (code 8448ZO).

Option 1
Place basin level against finished wall surface at correct height 
and mark fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. 
Attach bolts to wall, fit basin, and secure.
NOTE: Do not overtighten.

Option 2
Place basin level against finished wall surface at correct height 
and mark fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. 
Loosely attach concealed bracket to basin waste. Attach bolts to
wall, fit basin and secure bracket to basin waste.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 610 x 460 mm rectangular 
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SOLA 510

SOLA 510 MEDICAL BASIN
PRODUCT CODE 703700

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 510 x 400 mm semi-
rectangular “Sola 510” medical basin with no tapholes,
overflow or chainstay hole.

ACCESSORIES
32 mm standing overflow tube, chrome plated (code 8630Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Basin   11.25 kg  0.052 m³

INSTALLATION
The basin may be installed by alternative methods:
1. Bolted to the wall using two 10 mm bolts (code 8448ZO).
OR
2. Using a concealed wall bracket (code 8131Z2), and three 10 
mm bolts (code 8448ZO).

Option 1
Place basin level against finished wall surface at correct height 
and mark fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. 
Attach bolts to wall, fit basin, and secure.
NOTE: Do not overtighten.

Option 2
Place basin level against finished wall surface at correct height 
and mark fixing hole positions. Remove basin and drill holes. 
Loosely attach concealed bracket to basin waste. Attach bolts to
wall, fit basin and secure bracket to basin waste.

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION
Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between basin and 
finished wall surface area for secure and neat installation.
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SINK

SINK
PRODUCT CODE 236100

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 600 x 400 x 200 mm 
rectangular sink without overflow, with centre back waste 
outlet.

ACCESSORIES
1. Acid resistant waste (code 8791Z0).
2. 38mm Chrome plated waste (code 8783Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Code 236100  21.00 kg  0.048 m³

INSTALLATION
Sink may be installed by alternative methods:
1. Fitted to the wall on two semi-concealed brackets 
(code8102ZO).
OR
2. Fixed underneath a slab using two adjustableunderslung 
brackets (code 8109ZO).

Option 1
Position brackets and mark fixing holes. Fix brackets to wall and 
place sink into position. Always use silicone sealant or equiva-
lent between the brackets and the underside of the sink for a 
secure and neat installation.

Option 2
Position sink under rectangular cut-out of slab ensuring that 
overhang is even all round (±10 mm). With sink correctly 
positioned, mark hole positions of brackets. Remove sink and 
drill previously marked bracket screw holes. Attach bracket to 
slab. Apply a liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent to 
contact area of sink rim and slab. Tighten securing stud so as to 
ensure a watertight seal between sink and underside of slab. 
Wipe off excess sealant and allow to dry.
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LAB SINK

LABORATORY SINK
PRODUCT CODE 234500

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay 435 x 335 x 180 mm 
rectangular laboratory sink without overflow. with a centre
end waste outlet.

ACCESSORIES
1. Acid resistant waste (code 8790Z0).
2. 32mm Chrome plated waste (code 8794Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Code 234500  11.00 kg  0.035 m³

INSTALLATION
Sink may be installed by alternative methods:
1. Fitted to the wall on two semi-concealed brackets 
(code8102ZO).
OR
2. Fixed underneath a slab using two adjustable underslung 
brackets (code 8109ZO).

Option 1
Position brackets and mark fixing holes. Fix brackets to wall and 
place sink into position. Always use silicone sealant or equiva-
lent between the brackets and the underside of the sink for a 
secure and neat installation.

Option 2
Position sink under rectangular cut-out of slab ensuring that 
overhang is even all round (±10 mm). With sink correctly 
positioned, mark hole positions of brackets. Remove sink and 
drill previously marked bracket screw holes. Attach bracket to 
slab. Apply a liberal layer of silicone sealant or equivalent to 
contact area of sink rim and slab. Tighten securing stud so as to 
ensure a watertight seal between sink and underside of slab. 
Wipe off excess sealant and allow to dry.
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DRIP SINK

DRIP SINK
PRODUCT CODE 238013

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware ceramic fireclay drip sink,
540 x 460 x 180 mm, with resin pad and c.p. bucket
grating with rubber stops.

ACCESSORIES
2 x Sink brackets (code 8102ZO).
38mm C.P. Waste (code 8783ZO).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Sink   38.00 kg  0.080 m³

INSTALLATION
Position brackets and mark for fixing holes. Fix brackets to wall 
and place sink into position. Always use silicone sealant or 
equivalent between the brackets and the underside of the sink 
for a secure and neat installation. Complete all plumbing 
connections.
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SLOPHOPPER

SLOPHOPPER COMBINATION
PRODUCT CODE 751599

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china 104° outlet slophopper available
with LH or RH sink waste connection, lab sink and drainer, vitreous 
china 11 litre high-level cistern complete with lid, fitments and c.p. 
flushpipe. NOTE: A slophopper can be supplied as a stand alone unit 
(code 751500).

COMPONENTS
• 104° outlet slophopper 405 x 530 x 360 mm, complete with resin 
pads, c.p. bucket grating, and PVC junction pan connector.
• Lab sink 600 x 400 x 200 mm (code 2361). With 38 mm c.p. waste 
(86 mm flange, 89 mm tailpiece) and plug (code 8783Z0), with PVC 
bottle trap and waste pipe.
• Drainer 605 x 400 mm (code 1461), with bottle trap and waste pipe.
• 4 x brackets (code 8106Z0).
• 3 x levelling plates (code 8123Z0).
• 1 x outlet levelling plate (code 8124Z0).
• Protea 11 litre high-level cistern complete with fittings and chain (code 
710238).
• C.p. flushpipe and holderbat (code 1710Z2).

ACCESSORIES (not included):
• 1 x c.p. 13 mm wall type combined mixer supply fitting with lever 
handles, flexible tube, jet nozzle, and wall hook (code 8374Z0).

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass  Volume
Slophopper  13.50 kg  0.070 m³
Sink   21.00 kg  0.048 m³
Drainer   12.50 kg  0.027 m³
Cistern   23.00 kg  0.050 m³

INSTALLATION
1. Ensure water connections are available for mixer, correctly positioned.
2. (a) Fit slophopper onto floor using a 4:1 cement mortar mix. A richer
mixture could result in pedestal failure.
   (b) Place slophopper into position and mark hole positions. Remove
slophopper and drill holes. Place slophopper back into position, fix
screw to the floor and secure.
3. Position brackets and mark fixing holes for sink and drainer.
4. Fix brackets to wall and attach levelling plates, then position sink and
drainer onto brackets.
5. Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between the brackets and
the underside of the ware for a secure and neat installation.
6. Assemble the cistern, determine the height, fix to wall and connect
flushpipe.
7. Cut sink waste to length and connect.
8. Complete all plumbing connections, test flush, ensure that correct
water level has been set.
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